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Inhale the beauty of India with
wine at Sula Vineyards, Nasik

recommended by Aminah Khan

                Tasting room at Sula Vineyards Image © Sula

Vineyards

Wine aromas waltzing beneath a pale blue chiffon canopy of sky ,

syrupy gold sunshine pouring down over a carpet of grape vines that

slowly fades into the ripples of the Gangapur Lake lazily tickling the

toes of the Hills  sprawled along its bank and tongue tingling flavours

of 'Nawabi' India and rustic Italy make Sula a scenic must see for India

touring wine enthusiasts.

 

Apart from the dreamy vistas and fine wines the Sula Vineyards have an

interesting story that says a lot about how wine culture has involved in India, a

country better known for mysticism, jewels and spices....

 

When Stanford graduate Rajeev Samant gave up his successful financial

career in California to fulfil his dream of making Indian wine the drink was a

rarely sipped luxury that was usually imported.  Many of Rajeev's friends

thought his wine making idea that had brought him back to his family estate

in Nasik was ludicrous and impossible.

 

Determined, Rajeev returned to California in search of a winemaker and in

1997 the CEO of Sula vineyards with the help of Californian wine maker Kerry

Damskey, planted his first vines. Three years later Sula sold its first bottle of  

deliciously simple, affordable and very Indian wine that captivated the Indian

palate... and continues to do so as it grows, adding more and more

masterpieces to the wine world.       

 

Sula is one of over 40 wineries that make Nasik the largest wine growing

region in India. 75% of Indian wine production is concentrated in this region,

180 kilometres from the city of Mumbai, which is not something many didn't

think was in the cards for this rain shadow area.

 

Sovna Puri, the sommelier and marketing manager at Sula says when she

went off to London to master the art of sommeliering before Sula sprang up,

she didn't think that she'd come back to find vineyards on home soil. "No one

really knew about wine, no one was interested in wine and it was not drunk at

social gatherings" she says, "but now people understand and appreciate the

complexity of wine."

 

Sula Vineyards is one of the largest vineyards in India today, having grown

from 30 acres to 1500 acres. They make some of the best wines in the

country that include simple affordable wines drunk young which start from £3-

£4 a bottle and premier slightly aged wines that can cost up to £14 a bottle.
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Unlike some wineries, they are happy to show visitors around their winery and

vineyards and organize tours and tasting throughout the week. Sula was

India's first vineyard with a restaurant that made a meal experience in an

Indian vineyard a reality.

 

It also has a 3 bedroom villa with an infinity pool for those looking to make a

visit to Sula a wine holiday spanning more than just a day.

 

Sula is easily accessible from Mumbai with regular flights to Nasik airport and

buses and trains running daily between the two cities.

 

I decided to take the 'Tapovan Express', which is perhaps not the wisest

decision if you aren't a big fan of furry grey creatures that are ok as 'splinter' in

Ninja Turtles or kids cartoons, even in Ratatouille but not so nice when they

run down the train compartment sending you standing on your seat.

 

Another thing, Nasik is hot and arid so cool clothes are ideal, but I realised

my summery white shirt was probably not a smart choice for a winery visit

(especially if you're more than a little accident prone.) My first little sojourn to

the Vineyards of Sula was a fantastic experience, with quite a bit of

unexpected excitement thrown in for laughs.

 

Just before ten o'clock on a hot Friday morning the vineyards began creeping

into view as I looked out the train window and I knew I was nearly there. At

about 10 am by which time the sun was well and truly smouldering I made my

way to the entrance where a car was waiting to take me to the vineyard. I

ducked in to the little Maruti car and that's when the real fun began.

 

It was a half hours ride from Nasik Road train station that ended down some

dusty country roads I arrived at what looked like an Indian country home

which a rustic French twist that looked cool and inviting nestled amidst the

vineyards with sunshine pouring down over the entire expanse of Sula.

 

After taking a few photographs from their patio which was their tasting room

from where Sovna pointed out the rose bushes that indicated the colour of the

grapes. There were some white, some red and some pink depending on

whether the grapes were white, red or those used for rose wine.

 

We went for a short stroll past the rows of Zinfandel and after sampling a few

of the deliciously sweet perfectly rounded beads hanging from the vines we

walked back towards the winery, past a pretty little rock garden which added

colour to the arid patch out side it.

 

As you enter the winery you'll stainless steel vats towering above you. The

taller narrower ones hold the white wine and the shallower and wider ones

hold the reds because the reds need a larger surface area to ensure

maximum contact between the skins and the pulp because its the skins that

give the red wine it's colour and its tannins.

 

As we moved ahead to wear someone was emptying the juice into a tub I was

fascinated by the juice pouring out like a waterfall and I got a bit too close

with my camera. Before I knew it I had grape juice splashed all over the front

of my white shirt. Feeling foolish I tried to disguise the embarrassment by

making a joke about being accident prone as we moved ahead to where the

bottling and labelling of the bottles was happening.

 

I was now receiving quizzical and amused glances from the other visitors and

workers to which I feigned oblivion. After looking around and a few clicks of

the camera we headed back to the tasting rooms where some other visitors

were buying wine and special wine filled chocolates. As we passed the rail of

souvenir t-shirts for sale I suddenly had a brainwave. Our crackers and wines

had already been laid out at the end of the blue mosaic tiles counter but that

would have to wait.

 

My eureka moment had set me back a about ten minutes and a couple of

pounds but it saved me from having to traipse around in my wine splattered

shirt all day (and on the 3 hours train back to Mumbai).

 

Ten minutes later, sporting my brand new black t-shirt with a colourful pattern

on the front with Sula's sun logo in the centre with the words 'follow the sun'

below it, I was ready to begin my journey of discovery through the wines of

Sula. That what had got me excited enough to board a train here from Mumbai

at 6.10 in the morning and at the end of the day I realised it was well worth it.

And so standing over looking the vineyards with Sovna the sommelier, the

expedition of discovery began........................
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Sniff-discuss the smell- swirl-sniff-discuss-swirl-sniff-sip-swirl-spit-discuss,

that's how the wine tasting went. We began with a mild, pale coloured 2009

Chenin Blanc, slightly dry with tropical fruity aromas of pineapple and lychee

with hints of honey and minerals on the palate. Next was a 2009 Riesling

which dry and pale with intense aromas of fresh herbs, pears and citrus fruits

with hints of melon and green apple on the palate. The Mosaic Chenin

Sauvignon was just as just as fruity and crisp.

 

Then we moved on to the inky dark purple Mosaic Grenache Syrah one of

their medium-full bodied premier reds with intense flavours of red berries, sour

cherry, clove and cinnamon to entice the palate. Then came my personal

favourites, the Rosé wines.

 

The watermelon pink Mosaic Grenache Syrah Rosé with delicate aromas of

stewed fruits and sweet spice with hints of strawberry jam, candied fruits and

red berries was quite refreshing but even better than that was the 2009 Blush

Zinfandel Rosé. With sweet floral peach aromas with hints of candied fruits

and honey this wine was a dreamy delight that felt smooth and round on the

palate.

 

If you like your rosé a little bubbly then the Olive Brut pink sparkling wine is

quite lovely on a hot summer's day, with light toasted aromas that turn to

spicy pear, hazelnut and melon on the palate

.

For dessert, the Late Harvest Chenin Blanc is ideal with its delicate aromas of

honey, pineapple and candied fruit, which has hints of vanilla that appear

when you sip it. Syrupy, sweet and reminiscent of the Tokaji wines of

Hungary, this is a great way to end a meal. These were just some of the

wines I tasted, but the ones I won't forget.

 

Feeling chuffed and about my newly acquired knowledge about a subject that

has always fascinated me, we made our way to the restaurant for lunch....
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Contact tel: +91 253 223 1663 / 1720 , fax: +91 253 223 0151, e-mail:

visitsula@sulawines.com

Cost per person (no concessions): £1 - £5 pp
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                Tasting room at Sula Vineyards Image © Sula

Vineyards

Lunching and Dining at Sula

 

There are two cuisines at Sula to choose from, Mumbai's famous Kareem's

known for it kebabs and Biryanis and Little Italy better known for it's pizzas

and pastas . They are both under one roof with a bar area in the middle where

you can order off either menu.

 

One on side there's Little Italy, with its wood fired and wrought iron chairs has

a laid back Italian Bistro feel to it that has an interesting display of suspended

empty sula wine bottles hanging near the arch leading in to it, which look like

they're floating in mid air.

 

The view from is breathtaking, as you look out past the white picket fence with

a frill of saffron flowers onto the lawn that fades into rose bushes and the

expanse of vines beyond that extends upto the lake glimmering in the

distance with hills rising up from its bank.

 

On the other side, Kareem's with its cellar like display of bottles on one wall,

where people were chatting and laughed adding a relaxed and rather

entertaining atmosphere to the rooms cosy setting.

 

The bar area is also casual with a very log cabin like feel to it with the faux

wood table and stools and faux brick and stone at the bar counter. Lunching

at Sula is an unhurried and casual affair so you don't need to dress for lunch

or even for dinner if you're staying for a day or two.
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Contact tel: +91 253 223 1663 / 1720 , fax: +91 253 223 0151, e-mail:

visitsula@sulawines.com

Cost per person (no concessions): £1 - £5 pp
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Tips for your trip to Sula

Light cotton clothing is ideal for the warm weather and with the sunshine

pouring down in buckets hats, caps and sunglasses are always advisable as

is plenty of sun block.

Open sandals are good during the day so that your feet get some air, but

make sure it's something fuss free and easy to get on and off if you're

planning on stomping around in the barrels.

You might want to carry something closed and some slacks for the evening to

prevent being bitten by mosquitoes which are common in this part of the

world. Insect repellent would also be a handy thing to carry in your kit, not

just here but anywhere near water and greenery.
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Matching Sula wines and Food

The 2009 Chenin Blanc makes a refreshing aperatif and goes well with spicy

Indian starters and tandoori fish preparations as well as mild spicy or creamy

vegetable curries.

The 2009 Riesling is the perfect accompaniment to lightly grilled white meat

like chicken/fish and Indian vegetable starters.

The Mosaic Chenin Sauvignon has a mildly sweet hint that complements

cream & cashew based Indian curries, seafood pastas and lightly spiced

Indian vegetable starters.

The Mosaic Grenache Syrah goes well with spicy Indian mince meat

preparations, meat/ lamb stew and Oriental curries.

The Grenache Syrah Rosé is a good wine to pair with spicy Indian and Thai

curries but can be enjoyed just as much as an aperitif on a warm Indian

afternoon.

The 2009 Blush Zinfandel also goes well with lightly flavoured Indian curries

but again it also makes a nice afternoon sipper.

The 2009 Viognier can be paired with oysters and shellfish.

The 2009 Late Harvest Chenin Blanc is a deliciously dewy dessert wine that

can e drunk after a hearty meal but can just as easily be enjoyed as an

aperitif.

Sula Satori is a wine goes well with most Indian dishes, which are spicy (not

necessarily hot), fried and roasted chicken (especially Tandoori Chicken)

barbecued meat, kebabs, Pulaos and Biryani.

Sula Olive Brut can be drunk as an aperitif and goes well with light snacks

and Indian Starter. It can also be enjoyed with a meal of mildly spiced Indian

food.
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